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 13	

The cause of atmospheric CO2 change during the recent ice ages remains a 14	

first order question in climate science.  Most mechanisms have invoked 15	

carbon exchange with the deep ocean, due to its large size and relatively 16	

rapid exchange time with the atmosphere 1.  The Southern Ocean is thought 17	

to play a key role in this exchange, as much of the deep ocean is ventilated to 18	

the atmosphere in this region 2.  However reconstructing changes in deep 19	

Southern Ocean carbon storage is challenging, so few direct tests of this 20	

hypothesis exist.  Here we present new deep-sea coral boron isotope 21	

data that track the pH – and thus CO2 chemistry – of the deep Southern 22	

Ocean over the last 40,000 years.  At sites closest to the Antarctic 23	

continental margin, and most influenced by the deep Southern waters 24	

that form the ocean’s lower overturning cell, we find a close relationship 25	

between ocean pH and atmospheric CO2: during intervals of low CO2 26	

ocean pH is low, reflecting enhanced ocean carbon storage; during 27	

intervals of rising CO2 ocean pH rises, reflecting loss of carbon from the 28	

ocean to the atmosphere.  Correspondingly, at shallower sites we find 29	

rapid (millennial to centennial-scale) pH decreases during abrupt CO2 30	

rise, reflecting the rapid transfer of carbon from the deep to the upper 31	
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ocean and atmosphere.  These data thus confirm the importance of the 32	

deep Southern Ocean in ice age CO2 change, and demonstrate that deep 33	

ocean CO2 release can occur as a dynamic feedback to rapid climate 34	

change on centennial timescales.  35	

 36	

 37	

The Southern Ocean may act as a net source of CO2 from the deep ocean to 38	

the atmosphere or a net sink 3, depending on the balance between regional 39	

CO2-supply via circulation and CO2-removal via biological productivity. 40	

Various records have shown that large changes in circulation 4,5 and biological 41	

productivity 6 occurred in the Southern Ocean on glacial timescales, with the 42	

potential to change the partitioning of carbon between the deep ocean and the 43	

atmosphere.  However, reconstructions of deep ocean CO2 storage are 44	

currently sparse and more complex.  For instance records of CO2 chemistry 45	

from the deep Atlantic 7 and deep Pacific 8 show decreases in carbonate ion 46	

saturation and pH during millennial-scale intervals of atmospheric CO2 rise; in 47	

the absence of other processes, low carbonate ion and pH imply an increase 48	

in CO2-storage in the deep ocean, so these signals are thought instead to be 49	

dominated by changes in circulation and deep water masses.  On longer 50	

timescales, records from the deep Indo-Pacific 9 appear to reflect changes in 51	

CO2-storage, but are damped by the buffering influence of carbonate 52	

compensation.  Records of deep ocean CO2 chemistry that clearly 53	

demonstrate CO2 storage during atmospheric CO2 fall, and CO2 release 54	

during atmospheric CO2 rise, have proved elusive.   55	

 56	

Here we test the hypothesis that carbon storage in the deep Southern Ocean 57	

played a key role in ice age CO2 change, with new boron isotope (δ11B) data 58	

from uranium-thorium dated deep-sea corals from the Drake Passage (Figure 59	

1; Methods)4.  The boron isotope pH proxy (see Methods) provides a sensitive 60	

measure of the ocean carbonate system, closely tracking CO2 concentrations 61	

and reflecting the ratio of the two master variables, dissolved inorganic carbon 62	

(DIC) and alkalinity.  Although full reconstruction of the carbonate system 63	
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requires knowledge of a second parameter, it is unlikely that alkalinity was 64	

lower in the glacial ocean 10, or varied as dynamically as DIC, so our δ11B-pH 65	

record may be largely attributed to changes in carbon storage.  Note that as 66	

our δ11B record extends beyond the pH calibration possible in modern D. 67	

dianthus (Figure S5) we focus our discussion on relative changes in pH as 68	

traced by coral δ11B, and provide absolute pH estimates in Figure S1 for 69	

reference.  Our sample sites reflect distinct volumes of the deep ocean 11: the 70	

“lower cell” sites lie close to the Antarctic continental margin, bathed by 71	

waters that plumb the mid to lower depths of the deep ocean; the “upper cell” 72	

sites lie on lighter isopycnal surfaces, bathed by waters found at shallower 73	

depths in the ocean basins (Figure 1).  74	

 75	

During the LGM and early deglaciation we see a clear gradient between the 76	

lower cell sites, which show low δ11B and pH, and upper cell sites, with 77	

relatively high δ11B and pH (Figure 2).  This supports the idea that during 78	

glacial intervals the deep ocean – and its carbon – was more stratified into 79	

two cells with limited interaction 11.  Our data show that the lower cell was rich 80	

in carbon compared to the upper cell and compared to modern values 81	

expected at this site (Figure 1, S1), providing strong support for the 82	

hypothesis that the deep glacial ocean sequestered carbon from the upper 83	

ocean and the atmosphere 2.   84	

 85	

During the deglaciation this gradient in deep carbon breaks down, with lower 86	

cell pH rising in step with atmospheric CO2, and pH in the upper cell falling 87	

towards lower cell values (Figure 3).  This provides direct evidence for the 88	

transfer of carbon from the deep ocean to the upper ocean and the 89	

atmosphere.  Carbon transfer to the upper ocean appears particularly 90	

pronounced at ~14.7 and ~11.7 ka, coincident with the centennial-scale jumps 91	

in atmospheric CO2 12 associated with abrupt warming in the Northern 92	

Hemisphere.  This provides the first evidence of a fast teleconnection 93	

between abrupt changes in the North Atlantic and the carbon chemistry of the 94	

deep Southern Ocean.  Lower cell D. dianthus samples have not been found 95	
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in the Holocene (see Methods), but the available data at the end of the 96	

deglaciation and in the modern water column suggest much weaker pH 97	

gradients, consistent with less-pronounced property gradients in the modern 98	

deep ocean compared to the glacial 11,13,14. 99	

 100	

Our data show that the carbonate chemistry of the deep Southern Ocean was 101	

closely linked to atmospheric CO2 change over the last 40 ka.  These data 102	

thus provide a crucial missing piece of the glacial CO2 puzzle: the most direct 103	

evidence to date of deep Southern Ocean carbon storage and release, as 104	

previously inferred from	 physical properties 5,13, carbon isotopes 15, and 105	

oxygen content 16 (Figure 2 & S3).  While other processes 3 and regions 8 may 106	

contribute to the full magnitude of glacial-interglacial CO2 change, our data 107	

demonstrate a key role for the Southern Ocean on millennial to centennial 108	

timescales.  109	

 110	

Several processes may contribute to the changes in CO2 storage observed in 111	

our record, including changes in ventilation 4,16, biological pump efficiency 6, 112	

and sea ice 17 (Figure S3).  We note a close correspondence between lower 113	

cell pH and ice core sea salt sodium, a proxy that may reflect changes in sea 114	

ice production 18 19 (Figure 2), suggesting that sea ice may play an important 115	

role in CO2 change.  Sea ice has the potential to influence CO2 storage both 116	

through its influence as a “lid” on surface-ocean outgassing 17, and its impact 117	

on deep circulation 11.  Expansion of sea ice at the LGM 11, alongside an 118	

increase in surface ocean density in the Southern Ocean relative to the North 119	

Atlantic 20, would help create an expanded lower cell with salty 13, CO2-rich 120	

water.  This may shoal the upper/lower cell boundary above the zone of 121	

enhanced mixing over rough bottom topography 11,14, trapping salt and CO2 in 122	

the abyss.  Accumulation of CO2 at depth would be further promoted by an 123	

enhanced biological pump due to iron fertilization 6 and increased upper 124	

ocean stratification, which would also reduce CO2 escape through leads and 125	

during ice-free conditions.  126	

 127	
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This framework may also explain release of CO2 from the deep Southern 128	

Ocean on millennial timescales 21.  CO2 rise typically occurs during intervals 129	

of cold stadial conditions in the Northern Hemisphere and warming in the 130	

South (the bipolar seesaw) 22.  This southern warming is associated with a 131	

decrease in Southern sea ice (Figures 2, 3) and a decrease in the Southern 132	

Ocean to North Atlantic surface density gradient, shifting the boundary 133	

between the overturning cells to greater depth in the basins 11 20.  CO2-rich 134	

water previously isolated in the abyss may thus be mixed into the upper cell 135	

over rough topography in the ocean basins, and/or transferred into the upper 136	

cell upon upwelling North of the sea ice edge, perhaps aided by the westerly 137	

winds 23,24 or increased mixed layer depths in the Southern Ocean.  CO2 loss 138	

from the deep ocean may also aided by reduced biological pump efficiency 6.  139	

Whatever the exact mechanism, this carbon transfer is recorded by a pH 140	

increase in our lower cell corals and a pH decrease in our upper cell corals, 141	

as CO2 is transferred to the upper ocean and the atmosphere.  Note that as a 142	

southward shift in the fronts at these times might be expected to expose our 143	

sites to higher-pH water (Figure 1), the transfer of low-pH DIC-rich water into 144	

the upper cell may be even larger than observed.  Indeed a southward frontal 145	

shift and breakdown in stratification likely explain the younging seen in upper 146	

cell radiocarbon 4,25 at this time (Figure S4).  Upwelling of carbon and nutrient-147	

rich water during cold Northern Hemisphere stadials is also supported by low 148	

pH in surface waters, as recorded by boron isotopes in planktic foraminifera 149	
26, and enhanced opal fluxes 23 (Figure 3 & S4).  If salt from the high salinity 150	

lower cell 13 is also transferred back into the upper cell, this may aid the re-151	

initiation of NADW formation 27.  Once interstadial conditions are 152	

reestablished in the North Atlantic, the Southern Ocean starts to cool via the 153	

bipolar seesaw and sea ice expands 28.  This shoals the cell boundary, 154	

reduces ocean-atmosphere exchange, and allows CO2 and salt to again 155	

become trapped in the abyss (Figure 4).   156	

 157	

The centennial-scale CO2 jumps at 14.7 and 11.7 ka 12, which are associated 158	

with pronounced minima in upper cell pH (Figure 3), appear to require a more 159	

efficient mode of Southern Ocean CO2 release associated with abrupt 160	
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Northern Hemisphere warming 25.  High-resolution records of Antarctic 161	

deuterium excess indicate a northward shift in the Southern Westerly winds 162	

synchronous with abrupt Northern Hemisphere warming 29; in contrast the 163	

bipolar seesaw cooling response in the south is lagged, with Antarctic δ18O 164	

and sea salt sodium taking around 200 years to show the onset of cooling 165	

conditions and increased sea ice production 28 (Figure 3).  This may lead to a 166	

transient condition in the Southern Ocean where CO2 can be efficiently mixed 167	

up from the lower cell 24, due to the fast shift in the winds, and then outgas 168	

unimpeded by sea ice, which has not yet expanded 17.  The northward shift in 169	

the fronts might also contribute to the pH minima by exposing our upper cell 170	

sites to lower-pH water from the South (Figure 1), but such a shift would have 171	

to be large given that upper cell pH appears to reach values similar to, or 172	

even lower than, the lower cell at this time, suggesting increased input of CO2-173	

rich water is required.  Increased input of previously isolated carbon-rich 174	

waters is also seen in radiocarbon data 4,25, which show an interruption of 175	

their deglacial younging and a slight increase in age during these events 176	

(Figure S4).  Whatever the exact mechanisms involved, our data demonstrate 177	

that the Southern Ocean may fill with CO2-rich waters on centennial 178	

timescales and may thus give out its carbon rapidly, countering suggestions 179	

that centennial-scale CO2 jumps are too quick for a deep ocean driver and 180	

require exogenous carbon addition (such as from methane hydrates or the 181	

terrestrial biosphere 30).  Our data show that rapid changes in the Southern 182	

Ocean acted in concert with strong AMOC resumption 25 to drive rapid CO2 183	

rise.  184	

 185	

Although our lower cell δ11B-pH data generally show a close coupling with 186	

atmospheric CO2, this relationship is somewhat muted during peak glacial 187	

conditions, with pronounced minima in pH at ~26 and 20 ka, alongside 188	

extensive sea ice 28, low upwelling 23, and an efficient biological pump 6 189	

(Figure S3), but minimal change in atmospheric CO2.  This supports the idea 190	

of a lower limit on atmospheric CO2 at ~190 ppm 31: although Southern Ocean 191	

carbon storage continues to increase, its influence on the atmosphere 192	
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appears to be offset by other processes, perhaps the onset of CO2 limitation 193	

on primary productivity on land 31.   194	

 195	

Overall, our data provide a clear demonstration that storage and release of 196	

CO2 in the deep Southern Ocean plays a central role in glacial-interglacial 197	

atmospheric CO2 change.  These changes in ocean CO2 storage were likely 198	

driven by a combination of changes in ocean circulation, biological pump 199	

efficiency, and sea ice cover.  We note a close correspondence between CO2 200	

storage and ice core sea ice sodium records, which may suggest that 201	

Southern Ocean sea ice plays a key role, due to its joint influence on deep 202	

overturning and surface outgassing.  This provides a mechanistic explanation 203	

for the tight link between Antarctic temperature and CO2 change on glacial-204	

interglacial timescales, though several processes acting together are likely 205	

required to explain the full magnitude of glacial CO2 change.  Our data also 206	

highlight the ability of the Southern Ocean – and its CO2 – to respond to 207	

millennial and centennial-scale shifts in climate linked to the North Atlantic’s 208	

overturning circulation.  Indeed, it is possible that the framework presented 209	

here, which links the storage and release of deep ocean CO2 and salt to 210	

changes in Southern Ocean sea ice and the bipolar seesaw, may help 211	

account for the occurrence of millennial-scale CO2 and climate change during 212	

mid-glacial conditions.  At these times, moderate sea ice extent means that 213	

the boundary between the ocean’s lower and upper cells is located near the 214	

top of rough seafloor topography.  Small shifts in the cell boundary, linked to 215	

changes in the Southern sea ice edge, may thus drive large shifts in the 216	

degree of mixing between the lower and upper cells, and their salt and CO2.  217	

This framework may also give behavior similar to “density oscillator” models 218	

for rapid climate change 27,32,33: when AMOC is active and the Northern 219	

Hemisphere warms, the South cools and sea ice expands, progressively 220	

isolating cold salty water (and CO2) in the lower cell.  This may make the 221	

AMOC vulnerable to collapse, at which point the South warms, sea ice 222	

retreats, and the cell-boundary deepens.  This helps mix salt (and CO2) back 223	

into the upper cell and makes the lower cell fresher and warmer, reducing the 224	
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deep ocean density contrast, and helping poise the system for AMOC 225	

resumption.   226	

  227	
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 314	

 315	
Figure 1: Locations of deep-sea coral samples.  The cross section (right 316	
panel) is constructed from hydrographic stations across the Drake Passage 317	
(dark blue dots on map, left panel).  Steeply dipping isopycnals in this region 318	
(white contours) mean our sites fall into two groups spanning distinct volumes 319	
of the deep ocean 11.  The green triangle marks the lower cell sites, which lie 320	
close to the Antarctic continental margin in the Shackleton Fracture Zone; the 321	
blue diamonds the upper cell sites, which lie at lower densities on the Sars 322	
(lighter blue) and Interim (darker blue) seamounts.  Lower cell waters are rich 323	
in DIC (shading, right panel) with low pH (black contours); upper cell waters 324	
have higher pH and are more closely connected to the atmosphere.  Coral 325	
locations on the section are given in coordinates of depth and neutral density, 326	
based on CTD data collected alongside the coral dredges.  Note that there is 327	
no significant offset in our δ11B data between upper cell corals from different 328	
depths (Figure S2), and that differences in pH between these sites are small 329	
compared to the range seen in our records.  The 27.9 neutral density contour 330	
in the map view (left) is shown at 820 m, the average depth of our corals.  331	
Section data are from GLODAPv2 34,35, plotted using isopycnal gridding in 332	
Ocean Data View.   333	
  334	
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 335	
Figure 2: Deep Southern Ocean CO2 chemistry, atmospheric CO2, and 336	
Antarctic climate records over the last 40,000 years.  Green triangles and 337	
blue diamonds show lower and upper cell deep-sea coral δ11B data 338	
respectively.  Individual subsamples are shown in small open symbols and 339	
mean values in larger filled symbols.  Error bars on individual subsamples are 340	
equivalent to 2 SD analytical reproducibility and error bars on mean coral 341	
values represent 2 SE uncertainty on the mean of replicate subsamples (see 342	
Methods).  Synchronised ice core CO2 data 36 are shown in grey symbols: 343	
circles from Dome C, dots from WAIS, stars from Taylor Dome, triangles from 344	
TALDICE, pluses from EDML, diamonds from Byrd, and squares from Siple 345	
Dome.  WAIS δ18O (orange line), which reflects Antarctic temperature, and 346	
sea salt sodium (blue line), a proxy for sea ice, have been smoothed with a 347	
running mean 28.  Grey bands highlight intervals of CO2 rise.   348	
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 349	

 350	
Figure 3: Deglacial records of deep Southern Ocean CO2 chemistry, 351	
atmospheric CO2, and climate over Antarctica and Greenland.  Green 352	
triangles and blue diamonds show lower and upper cell deep-sea coral δ11B 353	
data respectively.  Individual subsamples are shown in small open symbols 354	
and mean values in larger filled symbols.  Error bars on individual subsamples 355	
are equivalent to 2 SD analytical reproducibility and error bars on mean coral 356	
values represent 2 SE uncertainty on the mean of replicate subsamples (see 357	
Methods). Greenland ice core δ18O (dark blue line), WAIS δ18O (orange line), 358	
and sea salt sodium (blue line), have been smoothed with a running mean 28. 359	
CO2 data (grey symbols) are from WAIS 12 with a 5-point running mean (grey 360	
line).  Light grey vertical bands highlight intervals of millennial-scale CO2 rise; 361	
dark grey vertical bands highlight intervals of centennial-scale CO2 rise 362	
associated with North Hemisphere warming, and the vertical dashed line 363	
indicates the rapid CO2 rise event that occurs at 16.3 ka, within Heinrich 364	
Stadial 1.  365	
  366	
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 367	
Figure 4 368	
a) At the LGM extensive Southern Ocean sea ice creates an expanded lower 369	
cell with salty, CO2-rich water.  The cell boundary is shoaled above the zone 370	
of enhanced mixing over rough bottom topography, isolating salt and CO2 in 371	
the abyss.   372	
 373	
b) During a Northern Hemisphere stadial event, North Atlantic overturning is 374	
reduced, the Southern Ocean warms, and sea ice retreats.  This shifts the cell 375	
boundary such that water previously isolated in the lower cell now upwells 376	
North of the sea ice edge.  This water – and its CO2 and salt – are transferred 377	
to the upper ocean and CO2 outgases to the atmosphere.  Transfer of salt 378	
from the lower to the upper cell may help re-initiate NADW formation.  379	
 380	
c) At the onset of a Northern Hemisphere interstadial event (e.g. Bølling-381	
Allerød, end Younger Dryas), resumption of NADW warms the Northern 382	
Hemisphere and leads to a rapid Northward shift in the Westerly winds; the 383	
Southern Ocean temperature and sea ice response is slower.  This creates a 384	
transient condition where sea ice is unable to shield the ocean from enhanced 385	
isopycnal mixing nor the atmosphere from enhanced outgassing, leading to 386	
centennial-scale CO2 rise.  387	
 388	
d) As the interstadial continues, the Southern Ocean cools and sea ice 389	
expands.  This shoals the cell boundary and allows salt and carbon to again 390	
become trapped in the abyss.   391	
 392	
Climate states with moderate sea ice extent, where the cell boundary hovers 393	
around the top of rough seafloor topography, may give favourable conditions 394	
for rapid climate and CO2 change, as the ocean flips between modes of 395	
connection vs isolation of the upper and lower cells.  396	
  397	
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Methods 418	

 419	

Sample collection and chronology 420	

Deep-sea coral samples were collected by dredge during two cruises in the 421	

Drake Passage (NBP0805 and NBP1103).  A total of 392 D. dianthus 422	

samples were initially “reconnaissance” dated, either by 14C 37,38 or laser 423	

ablation U-Th 25,39, to obtain preliminary ages.  Suitable samples with ages 424	

within the last ~50 ka were then precisely dated by isotope dilution U-Th by 425	

MC-ICPMS 4,25.  All ages have been published previously, and have typical 426	

uncertainties of around ±1 % (2 SD), though this varies between samples 427	

depending on their initial 230Th (calculated from measured 232Th and assuming 428	

an initial atomic 232Th/230Th ratio of 12,500 ± 12,500).  Age errors are plotted 429	

in all time series figures but are typically smaller than the symbols.  This 430	

precisely-dated and unbioturbated deep sea archive provides a unique record 431	

of ocean pH change at resolution comparable to the ice cores.  432	

 433	

Sample preparation 434	

Coral pieces were sampled from the growing tip of coral septa.  Samples were 435	

physically cleaned using a Dremmel tool to remove all visible iron-manganese 436	

oxides and any chalky white carbonate, indicative of alteration.   437	

We tested the potential influence of microstructural variability on coral δ11B 438	

with multiple solid sub-samples from the same coral (Figure S6).  Coral 439	

centres of calcification have previously been observed to have anomalously 440	

light boron isotope values, along with high Mg/Ca and low U/Ca 40-44, and we 441	

observe this same coupled variability in our coral subsamples (Figure S6).  442	

However this microstructural signal is typically small compared to the size of 443	

the boron isotope signals seen in our record.  We had expected the smaller 444	

subsamples to exhibit more scatter, due to the potential influence of coral 445	

centers of calcification (COCs), but this is not shown in these data.  There is 446	

in fact slightly more variability between larger chunks, perhaps due to the 447	

increased chance of sampling some COC material.  For our records we used 448	
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coral pieces of ~1 mg.  We also mitigated microstructural influences by taking 449	

multiple solid subsamples from each coral when possible (shown as open 450	

symbols).  Two subsamples (at 1.6 ka and 20.4 ka) were rejected from our 451	

total set of 55 as having anomalous δ11B values (~1 ‰ lighter than the mean 452	

of 3-4 other subsamples from that coral), which may be due to the impact of 453	

COC material.   454	

 455	

Boron isotope analysis 456	

Solid coral samples were crushed to a grain size <1 mm using an agate pestle 457	

and mortar.  Samples were then subjected to oxidative cleaning to remove 458	

organic matter following established protocols 45-48, using warm 1 % hydrogen 459	

peroxide, buffered in 0.1 M NH4OH, followed by leaching in 0.0001 M HNO3, 460	

and dissolution in 0.075 M distilled HNO3.  Boron was purified from the 461	

sample matrix using column chromatography with the boron-specific ion 462	

exchange resin Amberlite 743 49-51.   463	

Boron isotope composition was analysed by MC-ICPMS by sample-standard 464	

bracketing 47,48,51.  Early analyses used NH3 to improve boron washout in the 465	

spray chamber 52, which reduces background signals to ~3 % of the 466	

preceding sample within ~3 minutes 51.  More recent analyses used dilute HF 467	
53, which reduces background signals to ~0.5 % within ~3 minutes.  In 468	

contrast to some previous work, where samples are analysed in pure 0.3 M 469	

HF 53, we add a small volume of concentrated HF to our sample following 470	

column elution in 0.5 M HNO3, giving a solution of 0.5 M HNO3 + 0.3 M HF.  471	

Similarly, bracketing standards (NIST 951) and instrument blank acid were 472	

analysed in 0.5 M HNO3 + 0.3 M HF to ensure consistent mass bias and blank 473	

corrections, though beyond improved washout we do not find any significant 474	

influence of HF concentration: boric acid standards run as dummy-samples 475	

run with HF concentrations from 0 to 0.5 M HF bracketed against 951 in 0.5 M 476	

HNO3 + 0.3 M HF all yield identical boron isotope ratios.  Carbonate 477	

standards (JCP, NIST RM8301C) passed through columns and run with NH3 478	

or HF also yield identical values.   479	
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All preparation and analytical work was carried out in boron-free clean 480	

laboratory conditions.  Over the course of this work samples were analysed at 481	

the University of Bristol and Caltech on a Neptune MC-ICPMS, and the 482	

University of St Andrews on a Neptune Plus MC-ICPMS, though in all cases 483	

following nearly identical protocols.  Each of these laboratories has taken part 484	

in published and ongoing inter-laboratory comparison studies 48 and there is 485	

no analytical offset between samples run in these laboratories.   486	

Long-term analytical reproducibility on δ11B measurements in these 487	

laboratories (assessed with carbonate standards given the same treatment as 488	

samples) is around 0.23 ‰ (2 SD) on samples of the size used here (~20 ng 489	

boron) – this is the error bar given on individual subsamples (open symbols in 490	

figures).  We use a more conservative uncertainty for our mean coral δ11B 491	

values (filled symbols in figures), to account for the δ11B variability between 492	

subsamples from the same coral.  This is based on the pooled standard 493	

deviation of the replicate samples in our records and in Figure S6 (2 SD = 494	

0.51 ‰).  Uncertainty is reduced on mean values with multiple replicates (n), 495	

which is accounted for using the standard error (SD/√n).  496	

 497	

δ11B and pH in deep-sea corals 498	

The boron isotope pH proxy provides a sensitive measure of the ocean 499	

carbonate system, though in common with many proxies, is also influenced by 500	

modification during biomineralisation 54-57.  In particular, coral δ11B is 501	

influenced by internal pH-elevation during biomineralisation 58,59, which may 502	

buffer its sensitivity to external seawater pH changes in some settings.  To 503	

examine this we have compiled modern D. dianthus δ11B calibration data 504	
44,56,60 from water depths >100 m, and have added two recent Southern 505	

Ocean samples.  This indicates that the relationship between seawater pH 506	

and coral δ11B is curved, with δ11B becoming more sensitive to external 507	

seawater at lower pH (Figure S5).  This suggests that corals find it harder to 508	

elevate internal pH as external conditions become more acidic, which is 509	

reasonable, given the increase in energy demand required for additional 510	

proton expulsion 61.  It also means that corals are likely to be more sensitive to 511	
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external pH conditions at lower pH sites, such as the Southern Ocean 512	

locations in this study.  Hence, the pH changes that occured during the last 513	

40,000 yr are evident as large, easily resolvable changes in δ11B in our coral 514	

record.  515	

Reconstructed pH based on this calibration is shown in Figure S1.  Given the 516	

paucity of modern deep-sea coral samples from low-pH waters, our record 517	

extends beyond the available calibration range.  As a result conversion to 518	

absolute pH values carries relatively large uncertainty, which is hard to 519	

assess.  We thus prefer to focus on relative changes in the δ11B records 520	

themselves, which provide a proxy of carbonate chemistry in their own right 62, 521	

analogous to the typical use of δ18O records in paleoceanography.  522	

 523	

Data availability 524	

The data produced in this study is available as a supplementary table and will 525	

also be made available at the NOAA and Pangaea data repositories.  526	

  527	
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Supplementary Figures 528	

 529	
Figure S1: Deep Southern Ocean CO2 chemistry and atmospheric CO2 530	
over the last 40,000 years.  Green triangles and blue diamonds show lower 531	
and upper cell deep-sea coral δ11B data respectively.  Individual subsamples 532	
are shown in small open symbols and mean values in larger filled symbols.  533	
Error bars on individual subsamples are equivalent to 2 SD analytical 534	
reproducibility and error bars on mean coral values represent 2 SE 535	
uncertainty on the mean of replicate subsamples (see Methods).  536	
Approximate pH values are given based on coral δ11B using the calibration in 537	
Figure S5, but uncertainty on this calibration is large (inset error bar), given 538	
the paucity of modern deep-sea coral data from low pH waters.  Instead we 539	
focus on the δ11B values themselves, which provide a proxy of carbonate 540	
chemistry in their own right 62.  Synchronised ice core CO2 data 36 are shown 541	
in grey symbols: circles from Dome C, dots from WAIS, stars from Taylor 542	
Dome, triangles from TALDICE, pluses from EDML, diamonds from Byrd, and 543	
squares from Siple Dome.  Grey bands highlight intervals of CO2 rise.   544	
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 545	
Figure S2: Deep Southern Ocean CO2 chemistry and atmospheric CO2 546	
over the last 40,000 years, highlighting the depths of upper cell corals.  547	
Symbols and data are as plotted in Figure S1, but with the addition of the 548	
lower panel and annotations showing the depth in meters of each upper cell 549	
coral sample.  No systematic offset is seen between samples from different 550	
depths.  The only signal that occurs simultaneous with a change in depth is 551	
the decrease at ~11.5 ka, but the jump back up to higher δ11B values following 552	
this event occurs without a change in depth, giving confidence that the 553	
excursion is not a depth-related signal.  Furthermore the large excursion at 554	
~14.7 ka occurs without a significant change in depth.  Note that all of the 555	
lower cell corals come from within 17 m water depth of each other.  556	
  557	
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 558	

 559	
Figure S3: Records of Southern Ocean biogeochemistry and CO2 over 560	
the last 40,000 yr.  Data are plotted as in Figure 2, but with opal flux 23, a 561	
proxy for upwelling, deep sea coral δ15N 63, a proxy for surface ocean nitrate 562	
consumption, and authigenic uranium concentrations 16, a proxy for bottom 563	
water redox.  The opal flux and authigenic uranium records combine two 564	
sediment cores: TN057-13-4PC in the younger part of the record (pluses) and 565	
TN057-14PC in the older part of the record (crosses).  The opal flux records 566	
from each core are shown on separate scales.  The coral δ15N data are grouped 567	
into samples from the Antarctic Zone (AZ, blue) and Subantarctic Zone (SAZ, red).  568	
Smoothed fits to the data are shown, as provided in the original study 63.  Intervals 569	
of low CO2 during the last ice age are associated with low upwelling, an 570	
efficient biological pump, low oxygen water rich in respired carbon, and low-571	
pH carbon-rich water in the deep Southern Ocean.   572	
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 573	
Figure S4: Deglacial records of Southern Ocean CO2 chemistry and opal 574	
fluxes, and climate over Antarctica and Greenland.  Data are plotted as in 575	
Figures 2 and 3, but with opal flux 23, a proxy for upwelling, surface ocean-576	
atmosphere CO2 difference, based on δ11B in planktic foraminifera 26, and 577	
radiocarbon data 4,25 from corals within these sample groupings, shown as 578	
age offsets compared to the contemporaneous atmosphere.  Intervals of 579	
rising CO2 in the atmosphere are associated with input of waters rich in CO2 580	
and nutrients to the upper reaches of the Southern Ocean.  Radiocarbon ages 581	
reflect the competing influences of upwelling of 14C-depleted waters and 582	
improved ventilation over the deglaciation.  583	
  584	
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 585	

	  586	
Figure S5: Boron isotope calibration for modern D. dianthus.  Data are 587	
from open ocean sites in 44,56,60, with two additional recent (<1650 yr) samples 588	
from the Southern Ocean from this study.  Water column δ11B of borate 589	
(B(OH)4

-) values are as previously published or are calculated from carbonate 590	
chemistry data from nearby GLODAPv2 sites for the new samples, following 591	
47,62.  Note that the sensitivity of δ11B in carbonates to pH is based on the pH 592	
sensitivity of δ11B of borate.  pH itself is not easily shown on a plot like this, as 593	
the relationship between δ11B of borate and pH is also somewhat influenced 594	
by water temperature, salinity, and depth.  A power law function was fitted to 595	
the data using Matlab’s curve fitting toolbox (solid line: δ11BCoral = -1.8214 x 596	
δ11BB(OH)4-

-12.22 + 27.03; R2 = 0.57).  Dashed lines show the 95 % confidence 597	
intervals and give a measure of calibration uncertainty as shown in the error 598	
bar in Figure S1, though data from a given site may be able to record relative 599	
changes in pH more sensitively, as seen in many paleo-proxies.  600	
  601	
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 602	

 603	
 604	
Figure S6: Replicate subsamples from a D. dianthus septum.  To test for 605	
the potential influence of microstructural variability in composition, a coral 606	
septum was divided into 4 areas, which were then split into chunks of 607	
approximately 0.2, 0.8, 3.2 and 11 mg respectively.  These were then 608	
individually crushed, cleaned, and analysed.  This sample treatment was 609	
designed to preserve heterogeneity between subsamples, though note that 610	
the clustering of subsamples of a given size from a certain area of the coral 611	
may lead to that group recording a slightly different signal (as seen in the 3.2 612	
mg group).  The lines in the middle panel show the mean and 2 SD, excluding 613	
one outlier in the 11 mg group.  δ11B is correlated with Mg/Ca and U/Ca, 614	
showing the influence of internal variability in coral composition.  615	
  616	
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